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Firmenseminar: Pathophysiologie und Pflege einer zu Rötungen und Rosazea 
neigenden Haut – Ein bewährtes dermokosmetisches Konzept jetzt auch in 
Deutschland 

A new dermo-cosmetic concept that 
provides double microvascular protection 
for patients suffering from red skin and 
subtype I rosacea
Rafael Levitch, MD, 
Leti Laboratories, Madrid 

The following events have been suggested to occur in sensitive skin reactivity of vascular origin 
(rosacea): disorder of skin permeability, deficiency of the barrier function, decrease of skin 
tolerance, as well as modifications of the vascular and inflammatory response. The repetitive 
action of noxious stimuli on this type of skin with the inherent decrease of tolerance, produces a 
repeated vasodilation. Integrity and density of the connective tissue are also partially responsible 
for the functionality of the microcapillaries. Therefore, the protection of blood vessels and 
reinforcement of the connective tissue should be targeted. 

The objective of the presentation is to demonstrate the effectiveness under dermatological 
control, in the facial area, of a new dermo-cosmetic anti redness concept: LetiSR cream, LetiSR 
cream with color and LetiSR serum, in patients with eritrosis, couperosis and subtype I rosacea. 
Aditionally, several in-vitro studies demonstrating its mechanism of action will be presented. 
A LetiSR anti redness cream, efficacy and tolerance in vivo study, was performed in 20 women 
with a diagnosis of eritrosis, couperosis and subtype I rosacea. The study showed an increase 
in hydration, skin thickness and a reduction in transepidermal water loss, redness intensity and 
cutaneous microcirculation, indicating protection of the vessel wall. 

Two in-vitro studies were performed with LetiSR anti redness cream. On the one hand, an anti-
inflammatory study to evaluate the ability of the cream to decrease the release of interleukin-1? 
(IL-1?), where the product reduced significantly the release of IL-1? to the doses and times tested. 
On the other hand, an antiangiogenesis study was carried out by means of an angiokit model, 
which allows the development of all stages of an angiogenic process. This model proved the anti-
angiogenic behavior of the product at the concentrations tested. 

With regard to LetiSR anti redness serum, positive results were found regarding skin barrier 
function assessed in 31 post-Pulsed Dye Laser (PDL) patients. This assessment was performed 
by means of In Vivo Confocal Microscopy measuring stratum corneum thickness at different 
timepoints, thermography imaging to evaluate immediate soothing, and also closed-chamber 
TEWL. Decrease of redness evaluated through spectroscopy and photographs scoring, and 
improvement of edema and dermal density measured with ultrasound imaging were also shown. 
Aberrant expression of kallikrein 5 (KLK5), responsible for the inflammatory process of rosacea, 
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has been reported. LetiSR anti redness Serum was effective in inhibiting the expression of KLK5 
using a reconstituted human epidermis model. 

In conclusion, this new dermo-cosmetic concept improves the characteristic symptoms of eritrosis, 
couperosis and subtype I rosacea, providing a double microvascular protection. 
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